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Two Pervasive Problems

- Volar Marginal Fragment
- Tendon Ruptures
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Not Trivial

Two difficult scenarios

- Inveterate fracture
  (> 2 weeks old)

- Complex articular fracture
Removing dorsal hematoma allows reduction
Extended FCR Approach

• Release FCR tendon sheath

• Release the radial septum
Extended FCR Approach

- Release FCR tendon sheath
- Release the radial septum
- Pronate the proximal fragment
- Intrafocal Exposure
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Release the Brachioradialis

Pronate Proximal Fragment

Fracture Debridement
Fracture Debridement

Supinate Radius
1- Reduce and Pin Lunate Fossa
2- Reduce and Pin the Scaphoid Fossa
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